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Abstract
In this paper, we contend that transacting for digital goods – anything that can be stored, delivered and
used in its electronic format online – introduces privacy uncertainty in the minds of consumers. Privacy
uncertainty – a consumer’s inability to assess the privacy of the data she entrusts to the seller of a digital
good – acts as a friction in marketplaces in which digital goods are sold. We extend the existing literature
on seller and product uncertainties by incorporating privacy uncertainty, and theorize and empirically
test the antecedents and consequences of privacy uncertainty. We distinguish two classes of information
asymmetry as antecedents of privacy uncertainty: pre-purchase and post-purchase asymmetries. While
hidden information and hidden action were identified as pre-purchase and post-purchase asymmetries
respectively, we argue that hidden effort which is unique to information privacy as another dimension of
post-purchase information asymmetry as it only arises when consumers’ data is stored and used over an
extended period of time.
Using a factorial survey method, we tested our theoretical model in the context of buying a mobile app.
We show that a subject’s privacy uncertainty significantly influences her willingness to buy an app above
and beyond the subject’s seller and product uncertainties. In addition, our results show that postpurchase information asymmetry, especially the perception of hidden action, leads to higher privacy
uncertainty, a result that challenges the efficacy of the contemporary practice of using “notice and
consent” in the online markets.
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Introduction
Since the Internet has emerged as an alternative sales channel for physical goods, scholars have

studied potential sources of friction in the online marketplace. Motivated by the lack of face-to-face
interactions with the sellers and the sheer number of vendors offering products online, a rich body of
literature has focused on understanding and reducing seller uncertainty and helping buyers assess the
reliability of vendors (Featherman and Pavlou 2003; Gefen et al. 2003; Jarvenpaa and Staples 2000;
Pavlou and Fygenson 2006; Pavlou et al. 2007). A related stream of research has investigated the impact
of product uncertainty, or the buyer’s inability to verify the quality of the physical goods in online
markets (Dimoka and Pavlou 2008; Dimoka et al. 2012; Ghose 2009).
Due to advances in Internet and mobile technologies and the introduction of new business models,
digital goods, or anything that can be stored, delivered and used in its electronic format online, are now
indispensible parts of our lives. News portals, video-sharing platforms, social networking sites, cloudbased software, online games, and mobile applications are some popular examples. Digital goods are
almost always used in a networked environment, leading to a constant transfer of generated information
among consumers and the service providers. While e-commerce platforms selling physical goods require
consumers to part with some personal and financial information (James 2005; Newman and Clarke 2013),
the information is limited to the details specifically requested by the vendors at the time of the transaction.
However, sellers can obtain more sensitive information more frequently from digital goods, to an extent
that is often unknown to the consumers. While consumers purchasing digital goods (either in return for
money or something else) may perceive seller and product uncertainty, we posit that they also perceive
another kind of uncertainty associated with the privacy of their personal information. Privacy uncertainty
is, therefore, defined as a consumer’s inability to assess the privacy of the information she entrusts to the
seller of a digital good. In this paper, by focusing on mobile apps marketplaces, we aim to determine the
antecedents and consequences of privacy uncertainty.

Unlike a one-time information exchange involved in purchasing physical products, the information
exchange in the context of digital goods is not confined to the initial sale transaction, but takes place
continuously between consumers and sellers. Consumers are creating more personal content using mobile
apps on their cell phones and tablets (Buck et al. 2014)1. In 2014, Apple’s App Store sold more than 100
billion apps and Google’s Marketplace sold 120 billion. Moreover, consumers’ content, usage patterns
and real-time locations are available to the app developers. While consumers may not voluntarily disclose
such information, the proper functioning of the apps may require it. More alarmingly, the personal
information that apps capture can be sold to data aggregators that compile information from various
sources (Gantz and Reinsel 2012). This ability to create more accurate profiles of online customers by
gathering a wide array of data has paved the way for the business of trading personal information (Buck et
al. 2014). While most consumers are not fully aware of the extent of privacy threats that their personal
information is facing, they are concerned about the privacy of their information. As mobile apps continue
to generate rich, individually identifiable data, will customers consider privacy uncertainty along with
seller and product uncertainty when deciding whether to purchase digital goods in online markets? This
paper will shed light on this question by build upon the information systems (IS) literature on product and
seller uncertainty (Dimoka et al. 2012; Ghose 2009; Pavlou et al. 2007).
The emergence of privacy uncertainty due to the changing nature of business is not the only reason
for studying this phenomenon. The resulting rise in online information exchange has also increased
opportunities for phishing (James 2005; Wall 2007), electronic theft, fraud, and espionage (Holt 2007;
Holt and Graves 2007; Newman and Clarke 2013; Taylor et al. 2014; Wall 2003; Wall 2007). Given the
media outcry over the privacy and security of personal information, the proliferation of “stolen data”
markets (Franklin et al. 2007; Thomas and Martin 2006), and the surprising dearth of privacy-enhanced
mobile apps, it is paradoxical that consumers and business organizations do not demand more transparent
privacy practices from sellers of digital goods.
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According to Meeker and Wu (2013), global mobile traffic accounted for 15% of total internet use in 2013,
and even more people will use mobile devices (vs. desktop computers) to go online by 2015.

Scholars who argue that markets respond to the needs and expectations of consumers might suggest
that the lack of privacy-enhanced apps implies that customers do not care sufficiently about their privacy.
However, the literature indicates that consumers value their personal information (Spiekermann et al.
2001). In fact, in return for their personal information, they request between $30.49 and $44.62, an
amount far greater than the market value of their information (Hann et al. 2007). Furthermore, they have a
strong preference for online retailers that do better in protecting their data (Tsai et al. 2011), and want to
be compensated when their information is compromised (Hui et al. 2007). While research shows a clear
potential for offering value to privacy-inclined users, we find contradictory evidence in online mobile app
markets, where consumers typically buy cheap and insecure apps. Since market uncertainties have been
known to negatively affect the prices paid and the frequency of transactions (Akerlof 1970), we contend
that the fact that mobile app markets are not accommodating privacy-inclined customers can be explained
by the underlying privacy uncertainty in these markets. Such privacy uncertainty hinders a consumer’s
ability to distinguish a more privacy-respectful app from the others, and consequently reduces the
incentive for sellers to provide privacy-enhanced software. Hence, we ask: What make buyers perceive
privacy uncertainty? This will be addressed in this paper by build upon the notion of information
asymmetry (Akerlof 1970; Hölmstrom 1979).
Our findings indicate that post-purchase information asymmetry plays a more dominant role in
reducing consumers’ privacy uncertainty than pre-purchase information asymmetry. This leads to an
important conclusion that the practice of “notice and consent” promoted by the FTC, which deals with
pre-purchase information asymmetry only, is not effective in reducing privacy uncertainty, and hence new
policies are needed to inform customers about post-purchase actions by online companies that reduce the
customers’ exposure to privacy loss after consent has been provided.
In the remainder of the paper, we first discuss how privacy uncertainty manifests itself in online
transactions for digital goods, such as mobile apps, whose usage is likely to result in a continuous
exchange of consumer information. Drawing upon agency theory, we then focus on the antecedents of

privacy uncertainty and discuss how the dimensions of hidden information, hidden action, and hidden
effort contribute to information asymmetry. We subsequently test our theoretical model using a factorial
survey.
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Literature Review
While economics and marketing provide deep insights on the effects of information asymmetry and

its consequences at the market level, in this section, we focus on information systems literature to
characterize new types of information asymmetries that relate to digital goods. We describe their impact
on seller, product, and privacy uncertainty and underscore the importance of privacy uncertainty in
customers’ online purchasing decisions.
Knight (1921) first introduced the concept of uncertainty and described it as a consequence of
imperfect information. In an economic transaction, uncertainty arises due to a difference in the knowledge
held by the two parties (Rindfleisch and Heide 1997). A difference in information, also called information
asymmetry, exists when sellers know more about the product than consumers (Mishra et al. 1998). Many
products and services have attributes whose quality can be evaluated only after they have been consumed
(Nelson 1970). Hence, information asymmetry is more pronounced for experience goods (Kirmani and
Rao 2000). If the information asymmetry cannot be resolved, consumers become uncertain about the
actual quality of the product (Arrow 1963). Under these conditions, opportunistic sellers may make false
claims about their wares, a phenomenon called adverse selection (Akerlof 1970). Moreover, when a seller
has more information than the buyer about its actions and intentions, it has a tendency or incentive to
behave inappropriately (such as reducing the product’s quality) after the transaction if it can do so,
leading to another phenomenon called moral hazard (Hölmstrom 1979; Rao et al. 1997; Rao et al. 1999).
The effects of information asymmetry are even more pronounced in e-commerce (Pavlou and Gefen
2004; Pavlou et al. 2007). Since the goods are sold online, consumers must determine their quality over
the Internet; in addition, they must also determine whether the seller will complete the transaction by

shipping the product on time (Pavlou et al. 2007). This information asymmetry creates uncertainty in
consumers’ evaluation of the product’s quality. Pavlou et al. (2007) conceptualize seller uncertainty in the
context of e-commerce as a consumer’s inability to determine whether the vendor is actually selling the
product claimed. They consider the dimensions of whether the seller is presenting accurate information
about the product and whether it will fulfill its claims after the sale. Moreover, consumers are also
confronted with uncertainty due to the lack of transparency in the sales process (Chatterjee and Datta
2008), since they do not know how the seller will transfer the product to them. These uncertainties
primarily occurred in the early days of e-commerce, trust (Pavlou and Fygenson 2006) and reputationbuilding mechanisms (Dellarocas 2003) have now partially mitigated customers’ concerns and improved
the efficiency of electronic markets. Large e-retailers like Amazon give their customers confidence that
reliable sellers do exist and will honor the transaction. In addition, encryption technologies and third-party
escrow (Pavlou and Gefen 2004) afford structural assurance and reduce the drawbacks of sharing
financial information.
The introduction of intermediary e-commerce platforms (e.g., eBay, Amazon) allows sellers to
increase the variety of products they offer, including used goods. The proliferation of goods that
consumers cannot readily evaluate introduces product uncertainty (Dimoka et al. 2012; Ghose 2009). The
market overcomes this inefficiency when intermediaries ensure that buyers can return the products for a
full refund. In addition, the IS literature identifies many design aspects that could help sellers reduce
information asymmetry regarding products (e.g., Jiang and Benbasat 2004).
More recently, researchers have examined another dimension, product fit uncertainty, which arises
when consumers are unable to determine whether a product will meet their personal needs (Hong and
Pavlou 2010; Hong and Pavlou 2014). Whereas product uncertainty relates only to the product’s attributes
and how it will perform, product fit uncertainty focuses on whether the product will suit a consumer’s
preferences. This type of uncertainty is pervasive in experience products, which can only be evaluated
after they have been procured and used.

Table 1: IS Literature on Measuring Uncertainty
Transacted
Transaction
Exchange
Uncertainty Measured and Context
Good
Type/Frequency
Physical Product Seller: Product
Buyer: Money
Used/New
Seller: Product
Physical Product Buyer: Money

Type: Terminal
Frequency: Repeat
Business
Type: Terminal
Frequency: Repeat
Business

Seller Uncertainty: Pavlou et al. (2007) surveyed
people who bought books and prescription drugs.
Product Uncertainty: Dimoka et al. (2012)
studied used cars bought over eBay; uncertainty
measured by coders.
Product Uncertainty: Ghose (2009) studied used
goods and showed that high-quality items took
longer to sell.
Fit Uncertainty: Hong and Pavlou (2010) and
Hong and Pavlou (2014) examined how
consumers experience uncertainty between their
preferences and product attributes.
Current research (mobile app buyers).

Digital Goods
Seller: App
Type: Terminal or
(such as mobile Buyer: Money Continuous
apps)
and/or Personal Frequency: Repeat
Information
Business
Note: While many papers discuss information asymmetry, this table focuses on those that explicitly
operationalize a dimension of uncertainty in IS.

The rise of digital goods calls for a deeper understanding of aspects of privacy in e-commerce markets.
Privacy can be an issue for a customer purchasing a physical good from an online seller, as she must
disclose some personal information during the transaction. The more information disclosure requested,
the more concerned and uncertain the buyer will be about the seller. However, along with this
information, the seller of a digital good can obtain additional data while the app is in use, such as the
customer’s content, location, and usage patterns (Gantz and Reinsel 2012). The nature, amount, and
specificity of the information that the seller of the digital good can acquire during the life cycle of the
product are not comparable to those of the information that it can acquire during the sales transaction
(Buck et al. 2014; Gantz and Reinsel 2012). For Pavlou et al. (2007), who focused on physical goods,
privacy concerns stem from the information the buyer discloses during a transaction and should hence be
treated as a dimension of seller uncertainty. As physical goods do not offer continuous data-gathering
possibilities, they did not explore the underlying information asymmetry concerning privacy. Let’s
compare a physical book and a digital book. An e-book can gather extensive consumer data about its use,

which is unavailable to the sellers of the physical equivalent. For instance, while Amazon has been selling
books for over a decade, the recent inclusion of e-books offers granular information about consumer
reading habits, such as the most read passages, most highlighted sections, etc. Thus, the contract between
the consumer and the seller has fundamentally changed, so that reading is no longer just a personal
experience, but also includes the sharing of data about when a consumer accesses the book and what she
likes the most2. The possibility that the seller of a digital good could obtain additional information
throughout the product’s life span should, in our opinion, play a role in customers’ purchasing decisions,
specifically, via privacy uncertainty.
As physical and digital goods differ in their privacy implications, we must evaluate new privacy
needs of consumers as they interact with digital goods and investigate how the absence of disclosure
regarding information practices of the seller causes privacy uncertainty. Consumers are known to be poor
decision makers about revealing their personal information and there have been calls to understand how
privacy uncertainty can arise (Acquisti and Grossklags 2008). However, to date, no comprehensive work
has been undertaken on this dimension of uncertainty in online transactions. Although Belanger and
Crossler (2011) and Smith et al. (2011), in their extensive literature reviews, note the need to inform
consumers about data disclosure when buying online, thus far, the research has been limited to
understanding the broader role of privacy concerns. Instead, we argue that it should go beyond such
concerns during the sales transaction to uncover underlying privacy uncertainties during the life cycle of
digital goods. Consequently, our work is novel as we highlight this little-known yet vital phenomenon,
which will improve our theoretical understanding of privacy uncertainty and guide best practices on how
to handle consumers’ personal information.
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Privacy Uncertainty in the Mobile Apps Market
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In this section, we develop a theoretical model to explain the role and origin of privacy uncertainty.
First, we establish the concept of privacy uncertainty and then discuss its antecedents in the form of the
information asymmetry that arises in the context of mobile apps. Finally, we explore the impact of
privacy uncertainty on willingness to buy a mobile app along with that of product and seller uncertainties
and other control variables in the mobile apps market.

3.1

Privacy Uncertainty
While physical products are commonly sold online and technologies are in place to accommodate

these sales, the Internet also facilitates the provision of digital goods such as platforms (e.g., Facebook,
Twitter, search engines), portals (e.g., Yahoo), news sites (e.g., nytimes.com, Huffington Post), and
independent software applications (e.g., apps on Facebook or smartphones). The distinction between these
digital goods, particularly new apps, and physical goods is that the former rely on a continuous interaction
between the consumer and the seller’s platform. While some of these software products or services are
purchased, most are free. Consumers “pay” for these digital goods by sharing their personal information
and usage patterns. These two components (personal information and usage patterns) can be combined to
develop profiles of consumers and can therefore be used to offer personalized advertisements. Thus,
customers’ behavior and information become part of an ongoing transaction, which only terminates when
the app is removed from the mobile device.
Consequently, when consumers consider buying these products, they should also be interested in
determining how the seller utilizes their personal information over time. To understand this phenomenon,
we focus on mobile apps, since they are among the most popular digital products. Apps can be free or
sold for a price. Almost all require some personal information that is used within the app or for other
purposes, such as providing behavioral advertisements to their users. When users are prompted to share
information, they need to decide how this will affect their privacy. In many cases, they may not even be
asked to disclose any data, but their content and usage patterns are automatically shared with the seller. In

other words, consumers confront a decision regarding the privacy of their information when they choose
to download an app and experience (privacy) uncertainty in the absence of relevant information.
Consistent with Dimoka et al. (2012), our definition of uncertainty conforms to Knightian
uncertainty (Knight 1921), which arises from imperfect information. That is, individuals usually have no
clear way to estimate the likelihood and consequences of privacy breaches (Acquisti and Grossklags
2005; Acquisti and Grossklags 2008). In the absence of accurate information, they will be unable to
predict their future privacy state, resulting in privacy uncertainty, which is defined as the buyer’s
difficulty in assessing the privacy of the information accessed and acquired by the app.
A closely related concept is privacy risk, or an “individual’s calculation of likelihood of negative
outcomes” from sharing information (Dinev et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2011). This construct is derived from
psychological risk literature, which focuses on how subjects form their risk beliefs and whether their
perception is consistent with the actual risk (Guseva and Rona-Tas 2001; Leroy and Singell 2013). Since
negative risk perceptions are usually heightened (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Tversky and Fox 1995;
Tversky and Kahneman 1991), the thrust of this literature is only on negative dimension of risk. As
privacy uncertainty draws on concepts of seller uncertainty and product uncertainty (Dimoka and Pavlou
2008; Dimoka et al. 2012; Hong and Pavlou 2014), the focus of the current study is on the perception of
uncertainty in predicting the quality of the seller, the product, or one’s privacy in the absence of
information. Thus privacy risk and privacy uncertainty emerge from two separate research streams and
should not be conflated. Whereas privacy risk is associated with negative perceptions of data sharing,
privacy uncertainty relates to consumers’ inability to evaluate privacy risk due to imperfect information.
In essence, privacy uncertainty encompasses the full spectrum of negative and positive perceptions that
arise from information asymmetry. Moreover, when considering privacy uncertainty, we are not
concerned whether consumers experience psychological risk, but rather whether they can make an
accurate assessment of their privacy risk.

3.2

What Drives Privacy Uncertainty?

In an economic transaction, uncertainty arises when the seller has more information about a product
than the buyer does (Knight 1921; Akerlof 1970). The difference in information between transacting
parties is often referred to as information asymmetry (Mishra et al. 1998). Information asymmetry can
exist during pre-purchase and post-purchase phases. In the former, the consumer has asymmetric
information about attributes of the product that concern her before the sale, and in the latter, she has
asymmetric information about its post-purchase use.
Within the context of mobile apps, consumers face both pre- and post-purchase information
asymmetry. Figure 1 summarizes our conceptual model, where we distinguish between asymmetry types
and their dimensions. For pre-purchase information asymmetry, we consider hidden information, whereas
for post-purchase asymmetry, we consider hidden action and hidden effort. Any information asymmetry
arises due to consumers’ imperfect information about how the mobile app manages their data. In
particular, consumers need to know about three aspects of their personal information management:
collection, use, and protection. These dimensions are consistently cited in the privacy literature (Malhotra
et al. 2004; Smith et al. 1996; Xu et al. 2012) and promoted by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) as
the aspects of privacy that sellers must consider if they wish to offer better privacy services to their
consumers.
To understand the antecedents, we need to analyze a consumer’s privacy information needs in
mobile app purchases, as summarized in Table 2. Almost all mobile apps collect and use some personal
information, either to enhance their operation and capability, or to deliver targeted ads. Moreover, in most
cases, the information is passed to the app seller and/or app store, such as Apple or Google. The data is
usually stored on the app seller’s servers, which are managed by the app seller or are rented.
Occasionally, it is given to third-party information aggregators that may be located in other countries.

Figure 1: Theoretical Model for Information Asymmetry and Its Effects on Privacy Uncertainty

Figure 2: Screenshot of App’s Profile (Showing Privacy Information Section)

4.1.3

Study Procedure

A key challenge in designing this study is that consumers’ privacy preferences are not well defined
(John et al. 2011). While determining the accuracy of privacy uncertainty is an important research stream,
in our experiment, we focused on the manifested privacy uncertainty. The only way subjects respond
appropriately is when they are given appropriate cues before measurement (John et al. 2011). Once the
subjects are appropriately cued, their preferences are stable and correlate with their privacy behavior
(John et al. 2011). Thus, we showed a brief tutorial before the experiment to allow our subjects to learn
“what” type of information is present and “where” on the screenshot they could find it. We took special
care to avoid priming regarding the nature of the study by including information about all aspects of
buying an app (seller, product, and privacy) in the tutorial.

After the tutorial, subjects were exposed to one of eight treatments, which were followed by the
questions. To reduce the effect of confirmation bias, we measured willingness to buy before the
respondents rated the uncertainty measures. Since the scenario screenshot did not contain pricing
information about the app, we included it in the willingness to buy question. We set the price at $2, a
common price tag for most gaming apps. At the end of the survey, subjects answered questions about
other control measures, such as trust, privacy concerns, and demographics.

Figure 3: Sequence of the Survey

All subjects were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Interested participants were told that
they would be participating in a study that requires them to evaluate buying scenarios of mobile apps by
reading different aspects of mobile apps, such as product, seller and privacy information. Once they
decided to participate, they were taken to the Qualtrics website, where the survey was hosted. Figure 3
outlines the survey flow. First, the subjects filled in the consent form, which was followed by questions
related to trust, privacy concerns, and mobile app-buying behavior (i.e., control variables). We measured

trust and privacy concerns because they have been theoretically proposed as antecedents of privacy
uncertainty (Pavlou and Fygenson 2006). Moreover, marketing literature shows that consumers
information seeking behavior is influenced by their interest in the product and their general information
seeking behavior (Brucks 1985; Urbany et al. 1989). Thus we also measured how much time subjects
spend on reading privacy information (Info Search), whether subjects felt that they were efficient in their
information search (Search Cost) and finally whether subjects regularly buy mobile gaming apps (Interest
in App). Then, subjects went through a tutorial to familiarize themselves with the information types and
where they were located on the screenshots. Afterwards, each subject was randomly assigned to one of
the eight treatment groups. He or she was offered the corresponding information associated with the
treatment and then asked to rate all the dependent variables. This was followed by a control scenario
containing all three information elements (collection, use, protection), in which subjects rated the
dependent variables again. For instance, if a subject is assigned to a treatment where information about
use and protection is provided but not information about collection, she will see all three types of
information in the control scenario. The difference between treatment and control scenarios allows us to
measure the effect of the presence of a particular kind of information when it is added to subjects’
consideration set. In addition, the control scenario provides us with a base condition against which
subject’s perceptual differences can be accurately measured. Since subjective responses are relative to the
“prevailing norm or adaptation level”, it is important for subjects to be able to compare treatments relative
to each other (Helson 1964). This practice is also consistent with other information system studies (Jiang
& Benbasat, 2004; Kim & Benbasat, 2006; Lim & Benbasat, 2000).
As an alternative design, we could have had subjects first rate the full information scenario (i.e.,
control scenario) and then the treatment. However, in that case, they would have experienced a “loss” in
information. Since subjects overweigh the effect of losses compared to that of gains (Kahneman and
Tversky 1979; Tversky and Fox 1995), we chose a conservative approach wherein the control scenario
was shown after the treatment scenario to create a gain condition. Thus, if our results hold in the gain

condition, they will also hold in the loss condition. Finally, we performed a manipulation check to
determine whether subjects realized which information was missing in the treatment scenario.
4.1.4

Data

The use of online panels is becoming increasingly popular in information systems research because
of the quality of the participants and their responses (Lowry et al. 2013; Lowry et al. 2015; Posey et al.
2013). We therefore turned to Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to recruit our respondents. Researchers
have found no difference between the results of cognitive experiments conducted in the lab and those
conducted on AMT (Crump et al. 2013). Moreover, AMT allows us to access people of diverse ages and
backgrounds. In addition, since the participants do not have to come to a physical lab and respond under
observation, its use reduces confirmation bias.
We recruited 187 U.S.-based participants from AMT, of which 180 completed the study and were
retained for analysis. Among the participants, 51% were female. All were between ages 18 and 55 and
owned smartphones. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the eight groups. On average,
people spent 12 minutes completing the study.

5

Conclusion
We set out to define privacy uncertainty and to show its presence in a nomological network of

constructs that includes seller uncertainty and product uncertainty. In addition, we delved deeper into the
concept to determine its antecedents. We hypothesized that two different classes of information
asymmetry lead to privacy uncertainty. Using a simulated mobile app-buying experiment, we found that
privacy uncertainty is indeed a statistically significant construct. Moreover, our results show that postpurchase information asymmetry matters more to consumers than pre-purchase information asymmetry.
Theoretically, we extended the uncertainty research in information systems and introduced privacy
uncertainty as an independent construct. In addition, we discovered that within the ambit of post-purchase
information asymmetry, hidden action is a dominant factor. This result has important implications for app

sellers. For instance, while the “notice and consent” mechanism allows users to determine what
information is being collected, it does not explain how the seller will actually utilize it.
A few limitations of this study also provide opportunities for future research. Firstly, due to the
nature of our controlled experiment, the generalizability of this research is suspect. In addition, while we
control for aspects of seller and product information, the online market contains heterogeneous products,
which means that our findings may not apply in the broader mobile app context. Therefore, future
researchers can test this theory in a more generalizable fashion, where the effects of privacy and other
uncertainties can be measured for different types of applications and preferably at different price points.
Secondly, our operationalization heightens consumers’ understanding of privacy when purchasing
mobile apps. However, customers may not be as aware in real-world scenarios, which involve buying
apps on small-screen mobile phones in a short time frame. To theorize this uncertainty, consumers must
show stable preferences. However, if their preferences are not stable, they may perceive greater or lesser
uncertainty regardless of the situation. This is true when consumers are unfamiliar with a decision-making
process (Bloch et al. 2014; Jeffrey and Richard 1996). Thus, an immediate extension of this work would
relate to measurement and bias in the assessment of consumers’ privacy uncertainty. If consumers
perceive uncertainty accurately, they will seek information to reduce it and will consequently find the best
products. However, if they perceive uncertainty inaccurately, their choices will not reflect their actual
preferences. This also hinders sellers from introducing privacy features, as consumers will not be able to
appreciate them.
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